COST CLASSIFICATION
What is cost?
In business, cost is usually a monetary valuation of (1) effort, (2) material, (3) resources, (4)
time and utilities consumed, (5) risks incurred, and (6) opportunity forgone in production and
delivery of a good or service.
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CLASSIFICATIONS OF COST
1)By Element
To classify by element you need to decide if a cost is a material cost, a labor cost or cost relating
to something else – an expense.
● Materials – all costs of materials purchased for production or non-production activities.
For example, raw materials, components, cleaning materials, maintenance materials and
stationery. Some other examples:
Rags used in the construction of a house, thread used to stitch clothing together, and the
lubricants or oil used on the machines that create the products or services
● Labor – all staff costs relating to employees on the payroll of the organization.
Eg: workmen engaged in assembling parts, carpenters engaged in furniture making, etc.
● Expenses – all other costs which are not materials or labor. This includes all bought in
services, for example, rent, telephone, subcontractors and costs such as the depreciation
of equipment.
2) By Nature
● A direct cost
- is a cost that can be traced in full to the product, service or department that is being
costed.
-There are three main types of direct cost- direct material, direct labour & direct
expenses.
-The total of direct costs is known as prime costs.
EXAMPLES
Direct Materials Cost
Direct material costs are the costs of materials that are known to have been used in making
and selling a product
✓ Component parts, specially purchased for a particular job, order or process
✓ Part-finished work which is transferred from department 1 to department 2 becomes
finished work of department 1 and a direct material cost in department 2
✓ Primary packing materials like cartons and boxes
Direct Labour Cost
Direct labour costs are the specific costs of the workforce used to make a product or provide a
service.
✓ Workers engaged in altering the condition or composition of the product
✓ Inspectors, analysts and testers specifically required for such production
✓ Foremen, shop clerks and anyone else whose wages are specifically identified
Direct Expenses
Direct expenses are those expenses that have been incurred in full as a direct consequence of
making a product, or providing a service, or running a department.
✓ The hire of tools or equipment for a particular job
✓ Maintenance costs of tools, fixtures and so on
✓ Cost of special drawings, designs or layout
✓ Experimental expenses of a job

✓

Excise duty, Royalty

✓

Architect or surveyor’s fee

✓

Travelling expense connected to the job

✓

Cost of rectifying defective work.

●

An indirect cost (or overhead)
-is a cost that is incurred in the course of making a product, providing a service or
running a department, but which cannot be traced directly and in full to the product,
service or department.
-The total of indirect costs are known as overheads.
EXAMPLES
Indirect material cost:
which cannot be traced in the finished product

✓ Stores items used in maintenance of machinery like lubricant, cotton waste,
grease, oil, stationery etc.
✓ Small tools for general use.
✓

Some minor items of materials, treated as indirect materials, due to their small
costs, such as cost of thread in dress-making, cost of nails in shoe-making etc.

Indirect labour cost
meaning all wages not charged directly to a product

Salaries and wages of foremen, supervisors, inspectors, maintenance labor, storekeepers, clerical staff, watch and ward, internal transport etc.
Indirect Expense
not charged directly to production

✓ Rent, rates and insurance in relation to factory
✓ Depreciation, repairs, maintenance on factory building, plant etc.
✓ Welfare and medical expenses
✓ Expenses of service department such as tool-room, boiler-house, drawing-office, production and planning center.

-

The main difference between direct costs and indirect costs is that:
Costs associated with a department or unit, but which can be traced back
to a specific product is called Direct cost
Cost associated with a department or unit, but which cannot be traced
back to a specific product

3) By Function
● Production Costs:
-are those costs that relate to the manufacture of a product or the provision of a service.
-Production costs, such as direct materials, direct labour, direct expenses and
production overheads, are used to value inventory
Eg: For a Construction Company, production costs are:
Bricks, Cement, Builders, Plasterers, electricians, Cost of subcontracted crane and
driver, electricity, site managers salary.

• Non production costs:
-Non-production costs are costs that are not directly associated with the production of the
businesses outputs
- Non production costs are not used to value inventory.
Examples of Non production costs:
(a) Administrative costs: are the costs of managing an organisation; that is, planning and
controlling its operations.
eg: Depreciation of office buildings and equipment
Office salaries, including salaries of directors, secretaries and accountants
Rent, rates, insurance, lighting, cleaning, telephone charges and so on
(b) Selling costs: Costs associated with taking orders from customers who wish to buy an
organisation’s product and also marketing costs.
Printing and stationery, such as catalogues and price lists
Salaries and commission of salespeople, representatives and sales department staff
Advertising and sales promotion, market research
Rent, rates and insurance of sales offices and showrooms, bad debts and so on
(c) Distribution Costs: The costs involved in distributing an organisation’s finished
products, eg: cost of running the warehouse or delivery costs.
Cost of packing cases
Wages of packers, drivers and despatch clerks
Insurance charges, rent, rates, depreciation of warehouses and so on
(d) Finance costs: The costs that are incurred in order to finance an organisation, for
example loan interest.

TOTAL COST AND FULL COST OF SALES

4)By behaviour:
Costs may be classified according to the way that they behave in relation to
changes in levels of activity.
They are classified as follows:● Variable Cost: A variable cost is a cost which tends to vary with the level of
activity.Examples of variable costs include direct costs such as raw materials

and direct labour
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Fixed Cost:A fixed cost is a cost which is incurred for an accounting period, and which,
within certain activity levels remains constant.Examples of fixed costs:
– rent
– business rates
– executive salaries
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Stepped Fixed Cost:This is a type of fixed cost that is only fixed within certain levels of
activity.Once the upper limit of an activity level is reached then a new higher level of
fixed cost becomes relevant.Examples of stepped fixed costs:
– warehousing costs (as more space is required, more warehouses
must be purchased or rented)
– supervisors’ wages (as the number of employees increases, more
supervisors are required
GRAPH
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●

Semi-Variable Costs:A semi-variable/semi-fixed/mixed cost is a cost which contains
both fixed and variable components.Examples of semi variable costs:
– electricity bills (fixed standing charge plus variable cost per unit of electricity
consumed)
– telephone bills (fixed line rental plus variable cost per call)
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Cost centres are collecting places for costs before they are further analysed.
Costs are further analysed into cost units once they have been traced to cost
centres.Eg: a department, a machine etc
A cost unit is a unit of product or service to which costs can be related. The cost
unit is the basic control unit for costing purposes.Eg: A room in a hotel, a patient
in a hospital
A cost object is any activity for which a separate measurement of costs is
desired. Eg: Cost of a product, service etc

COST CODES
Cost accountants need to determine the costs that relate to each cost centre. To make this
simpler each cost is classified according to its cost centre and type. A cost code is then allocated
to the cost to represent this classification.
A code is a system of letters/numbers designed to give a brief accurate
reference, which helps entry to the records, collation and analysis.

Allen Polly Shirts Cost codes
Suppose that the cost coding system for Allen Polly Ltd the shirt
manufacturer is as follows:
Production cost centre

(1) Cutting department
(2) Sewing department
(3) Pressing department
(4) Packaging Department
Non Production cost centres
(5) Stores department
(6) Maintenance department
(7) Administration department
(8) Selling & Marketing department
Cost code
(15) Production labour
(16) Production materials
(17) Production expenses
(18) Nonproduction labour
(19) Nonproduction materials
(20) Nonproduction expenses
The following invoices would be coded as:
Salesman’s travel expenses ---------------------------------------------------820
Wages of pressing department operatives --------------------------------- 315
1000 metres white cotton thread ---------------------------------------------216
Cleaning of the stores department ------------------------------------------- 518
Salary of the administration supervisor -------------------------------------- 718
COST, PROFIT, INVESTMENT, & REVENUE CENTRES
Cost Centre:
● A cost centre is a production or service location, function, activity or item of
equipment whose costs are identified and recorded.
● Cost centre managers need to have information about costs that are
incurred and charged to their cost centres.
● The performance of a cost centre manager is judged on the extent to
which cost targets have been achieved.

Revenue Centre
● A revenue centre is a part of the organisation that earns sales revenue. Itis similar to a
cost centre, but only accountable for revenues, and not costs.
● Each regional manager would probably have sales targets to reach and
would be held responsible for reaching these targets.

Profit Centre
● A profit centre is a part of the business for which both the costs incurred
and the revenues earned are identified
● The performance of a profit centre manager is measured in terms of the
profit made by the centre.
● The manager must therefore be responsible for both costs and
revenues and in a position to plan and control.

Investment centre
● Managers of investment centres are responsible for investment decisions
as well as decisions affecting costs and revenues.
● Investment centre managers are therefore accountable for the performance of capital
employed as well as profits (costs and revenues).

